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èWhy MW so inactive (AGN, SFR)?
è fueled by bars, m=2, m=1, warps, bending

èFeedback, outflows (SNe, AGN)
èClumps, turbulent viscosity



Bars in galaxies, to fuel BH
Primary bar (kpc scale), then nuclear bar (100pc scale)
Decoupling of a  faster bar inside the ILR ring
+ weakening of the bar, z-resonance
Peanut-shape bulge 

Combes & Sanders 1981 Friedli 1993

stars gas



Bar  gravity  torques

Torque map for NGC 3627 
Only one primary bar
(Casasola et al 2011)

Torques computed from the  HST
red image, on the gas distribution

Contours= gas density

MA

At which stage is our Milky Way?



35% showing gas accretion
èGalaxies with embedded bars, or bars/ovals
The inner structure takes over the negative torque of the bar
beyond the ILR

èGalaxies with 2 ILR, 
and a nuclear bar
(case of NGC 2782, Hunt et al 2008)

N2782



65% showing no central gas accretion
èGalaxies with embedded bars, or bars/ovals
But the gas is still stalled at an ILR ring (cf N6951, N4321..)

èGalaxies with no contrasted feature towards the center
Almost axisymmetric, without torques (N5953, …)
è a typical spiral should accrete only 1/3rd of the time

N6951 N5953

Garcia-Burillo & Combes 2012



Instabilities m=1

WFPC2  /  HST

TIGER  /  CFHT

bande  I

V σ

Central 10pc of M31

Close to the BH, purely Keplerian disk
m=1  eigen mode, with a strong self-gravity
è off-centring of the central mass

èThis mode allows the inner disk to lose angular momentum, 
and to the gas to fall onto the central BH  (cf Reichard et al 2009)

Bacon et al 1994



An m=1 keplerian mode in M31
Pattern  speed

ü BH:  7  107 Msol
ü Disk:  20-40%  of  total  mass

ü Pattern  speed:                          3  km/s/pc
(orbital  frequency:  250  km/s/pc)

ü Life-time:            >  3000  rotations
~  4  108 yrs

Saha & Jog 2014
Peiris & Tremaine 2003

Bacon et al 2001



Blue star cluster in P3 

P1

P2

P3

Existence of two disks of stars
-- P1+P2, excentric old stars
-- P3, star burst 200 Myr old

different inclinations and PA
P3 r=0.1’’~0.4pc, i=55°, PA=63°
P1+P2 r~4pc, i=54°, PA=43°

(for M31 i=77°, PA=37°)

P3 σ=670km/s, Vcir=1700km/s
MBH= 1.5 108 M¤

Bender et al 2005



1 light year

The paradox of  youth for  
the nuclear cluster around 
the GC

Stars reveal  
ordered motion

Genzel et al 2010



Two nuclear stellar disks around the black hole

Two	  disks,	  thick	  and	  warped,	  or	  a	  more	  
complex	  structure	  ?

To form stars, a gas cloud is required dense enough
to resist the strong tidal force

nRoche ~6 1010 (R/0.1pc)-3 cm-3

But the gas is far from this density!

Formation  in a dense accretion disk
Stars rejuvenated by collisions?
Migration, after formation far from centre?



Triple nucleus in M31

Lauer et al 2012

1000km/s

1500km/s

0.8pc

P3: young star cluster, of
age 100-200 Myr
How this cluster could have 
formed?
Same question in the GC

Surprising high compactness
Cannot be only BH-stripped giants
èit is possible to form stars
in the strong tidal field of a BH



Formation of the young P3 cluster
In situ, r <1pc, age 100-200Myr (r<0.4pc and 10Myr for GC)
migration even less likely than in the GC,  since MBH is higher

Stellar mass loss from the P1+P2 disk, if pattern speed <3-10 km/s/pc
fixes the size of P3
Gas cloud orbitsè crossing, dissipation and infall r< 1pc
R1 the last non-crossing orbit
Gas mass for P3:  105M¤ << 107M¤ of P1+P2

Winds at 10-4 M¤/yr, fills P3 in ~500Myr
Should produce repeated star bursts
a CND of a few 104M¤ might be visible in CO
(ΔV ~1000km/s)

Ωp= 3km/s/pc

MD=0.1 MBH

P. Chang et al 2007



300pc
6pc

Lopsided
gas reservoirs
around the centre

L = 10-8 LE ?
L x 160 in a burst

Rodriguez-Fernandez & Combes 2008



Weak CO emission on the M31 center

Melchior & Combes , 2011, 2013

2 disks
misaligned



High-resolution simulation: MW

Renaud et al, Emsellem et al 2014



Zoom in the central 200pc region
Face-on



How the gas is accreted

Strong SN
Feedback
èGas in the 
Perpendicular
plane
Emsellem et al 15

Edge-on

Face-on

Polar disk face-on

M(r)



Non-alignment with host disk
Like in the MW, the nuclear disks are not aligned with the galaxy,
nor the ISM nuclear disks

In NGC 4258, the maser disk 0.2pc in size is 
misaligned by 119° from 
the galaxy disk, the jet is in the plane

Many Seyfert have their jet not perpendicular to the main disk
(Schmitt & Kinney 2002; Jog & Combes 2009)

Jet in the plane: NGC1068 

N4258

Outflow of 63Mo/yr
About 10 times the SFR in
this CND region

Garcia-Burillo, Combes, Usero et al 2014



Detection of molecular tori
ALMA  CO(6-5) and 432µm dust emission
èTorus of 7-10pc in diameter in NGC1068

More inclined than the H2O maser disk
Papaloizou-Pringle instability

Garcia-Burillo, Combes, Ramos-Almeida  et al 2016

J. Tohline



Small-scale  accretion  (e.g.  M31)

Hopkins et al 2011

Simulations of gas accretion 
onto a central BHè thick 
disks  (~10pc)
Zoomed simulation: cascade of 
m=2,  m=1, + clumps and
turbulence

When fgas large 1022-1025 cm-2

Clump unstable Warps, twists
Bending è Thick disks

èDynamical friction of GMC
If M= 106Mo t~80Myr (r/100pc)2

varies in 1/M

Gas is piling up in the center: up to f=90%

Gas Stars



Inflow  rate,  isolated  galaxy

Hopkins & Quataert 2010
Moderate bar 



Other lopsided disks, double nuclei

NGC 4486b Lauer et al  96

M83 nucleus,
5.4 pc offset
2.2µm
Thatte et al 2000

Knapen et al 2010

3.6µm
Debattista  et al 2006

VCC128



Feedback in low-luminosity AGN

NGC 1433: barred spiral, CO(3-2) with ALMA
Molecular gas fueling the AGN, + outflow // the minor axis

Combes et al 2013

Gravity torques fuel the ring 
Smajic et al 2014

MH2= 5.2 107 Mo in FOV=18’’
100km/s flow
7% of the mass= 3.6 106 Mo
Smallest flow detected



Torque map in NGC1433 

Smajic et al 2014

Outflow

Torques are positive inside 200pc
and negative outside
è Gas is piling at the 2nd ring

2nd ring at 200pc= ILR of the nuclear bar



The NGC1566 nearby barred Sy1
N1566  SAB  Sy1

Spatial resolution
0.5 arcsecond ~25pc
Combes et al 2014

4 arcmin

CO(3-2)

FOV=18 ’’

Regular
V-field

PV major axis
No outflow

Overlay CO(3-2) contours 
on HST image



Periodic orbits in a potential in cos 2θ
The gas tends to follow these orbits, but rotates gradually 
by 90° at each resonance

a) without BH, 
leading

Schematic orbits, and gas behaviour

b) with BH,
trailing



NGC1566: gravitational torques
Torques on deprojected image

Gas is driven 
inwards

Trailing spiral inside the ILR ring of the bar
è BH influence on the dynamics



Bubbles in the Galactic Center

Su et al 2010
Extension 10kpc 
1054-55 ergs, 106-7 yr
Wind from AGN/ starburst?

Fermi

WMAP
Synchrotron emission cm & mm
WMAP (Finkbeiner 2014)

Radio emission, Parkes-64m,
E. Carretti et al 2013, Nature



Fossil explosion close to the 
center

Hsieh et al 
2016

Time scale 
~0.5 Myr

CS: Hour-Glass
shape
Polar arc
in the alignment

N3079



CONCLUSION  
è Primary bar to drive gas from 10kpc to R ~ 100pc
Then nuclear bar from 100pc to 10pc
Accretion 1/3rd of the time

è At scales ~1-10pc, viscous turbulence, clumps, warps, bending,
dynamical friction, formation of thick disks/torus, when there is gas

Frequent m=1 in stellar disks

è Feedback, outflows are present, due mainly to Starburst, and to AGN
more efficient when violent, precession

Strong coupling due to mis-alignment

è Mis-alignment between small scales and large scales
expected, due to different dynamical time-scales



Earth

ALMA observations of NGC 1377

31

Aalto et al 2016
MH2 in the cone 108 Mo
In the jet 107 Mo

Beam 0.2 arcsec



Precessing jets in N1377: as in micro-quasars

32
1E 1740.7-29.42 near Galactic center
Luque-Escamilla et al 2015

SS433  VLBA 15GHz, 
1mas= 3AU
Mioduszewski et al.
2006
Inner jet 5mas
Motion 7-10mas/day

Model of a simple precession
The jet changes sign
symmetrically  North/South
Vflow= 250-600km/s
Launched r < 10pc

Aalto et al 2016


